
Why You Need to Build and Practice 
Your Incident Response Plan

Ask the Experts Anything
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IBM Security Community
https://community.ibm.com/security

8000+ Members Strong and Growing 
Every Day!

Learn: The indispensable site where users come together 
to discover the latest product resources and insights —
straight from the IBM experts.

Network: Connecting new IBM clients, veteran product 
users and the broader security audience through 
engagement and education.

Share: Giving YOU a platform to discuss shared 
challenges and solve business problems together. 
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Cybersecurity is a universal challenge

GDPR fines can cost  

billions
for large global companies

Organizations are using

toomany
tools from too many 
vendors

By 2022, there will be

1.8 million
unfulfilled cybersecurity 
positions

What our customers are facing…
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Knowing how to survive the 
worsening threat landscape 
is critical to your cyber 
security strategy
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170 Days
Average attacker dwell time

39 Days
Time to contain

43 Days
Time to remediate

4 Billion
Records leaked or stolen

$3.9 Million
Cost of a typical breach

47% Notification 
Breaches found 
by external entity

42018 Cost of Data Breach report



We provide the right skills to contend 
with the most critical incidents in the 
world
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With IBM X-Force IRIS we offer:

– Deep domain expertise with our top experts in the industry, responsible 
for hundreds of major breach investigations.

– The right skills to deal with the most critical incidents 
and breaches in the world.

– Help to get clients out of a continuous state of breach 
and approach incident response proactively.

– Delivery of actionable security intelligence on adversaries. 

– Globally available experts, assets and delivery. 

– Our services as a strategic partner, to implement a comprehensive, 
successful program.
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We help you build your crisis 
leadership skills and learn from an 
immersive, safe environment
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With IBM Security Command Centers we put your 

teams to the test — through mental, emotional and 

stress challenges — and then show you how to 
prepare for your organization’s worst day.

– Deep domain expertise with our top experts in the industry, responsible 
for hundreds of major breach investigations.

– Experience a simulated cyber incident and build muscle memory

– Understand how your solutions and teams work together

– Train for a full-business crisis response

– Multiple locations and Virtual experiences available
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IBM X-Force IRIS can create a customized Cyber Range experience for you, 
specific to your environment to test your existing incident response procedures



Meet the Experts
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Laurance Dine, Global Lead, X-Force IRIS 
Incident Response, IBM Security

Daniel JW King, Chief, IBM Security Command 
Center - Cambridge, IBM Security

Allison Ritter, Creative Director - IBM 
Security Command Centers, IBM Security



Thank you
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Statement of Good Security Practices: IT system security involves protecting systems and information through prevention, 

detection and response to improper access from within and outside your enterprise. Improper access can result in information 

being altered, destroyed, misappropriated or misused or can result in damage to or misuse of your systems, including 

for use in attacks on others. No IT system or product  should be considered completely secure and no single product, service 

or security measure can be completely effective in preventing improper use or access. IBM systems, products and services 

are designed to be part of a lawful, comprehensive security approach, which will necessarily involve additional operational 

procedures, and may require other systems, products or services to be most effective. IBM does not warrant that any systems, 

products or services are immune from, or will make your enterprise immune from, the malicious or illegal conduct of any party.
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